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Llama Llama TOUCH! Llama Llama TAP! Llama Llama Red Pajama CLAP, CLAP, CLAP! Can you

move like Llama Llama? Watch Llama hop, stretch, touch, and tap in this third board book by Anna

Dewdney. Then you can do it, too!
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As said in my other reviews we love Llama llama Nighty-night and Wakey-wake so as soon as I saw

the new board books I pre-ordered them. I couldn't wait for them to be delivered yesterday and we

instantly opened them and sat down to read. Maybe if we had read this one before Nighty-night and

Wakey-wake we would have liked it more. No cute rhyming. Just Llama llama hop and Llama llama

skip. The pictures are cute as always but the story not so much. Maybe I'm expecting too much from

a board book but the other ones were so great. I definitely recommend Llama llama Nighty-night

and Wakey-wake for little toddlers but not Hoppity-hop or Zippity-zoom.

If your child is already a fan of Red Pajama or the other Llama Llama storybooks, they are probably

too old for this board book.Our 3 year old loves Llama Llama Books. She regularly chooses one of

the story books for her bedtime story. We were already owners of the original books (Red Pajama,

Misses Mama, Mad at Mama, etc.) at the time and we pre-ordered all four of the board books. Our



daughter was 2 at the time and we jumped on any new Llama Llama books that came out.

Unfortunately, these books were a completely different level than the originals and we didn't realize

it at the time because the  description didn't have any age level information in it. We were very

disappointed and our daughter showed no interest in the board books after the initial read. They are

pure board books with very simple writing. We're talking 4-6 words per page with very little story.

They may be good for babies and very young toddlers, but I can't imagine they will keep a child's

interest very long. There are much better board books out there.In conclusion, if your child is

already a fan of the original Llama Llama story books like Red Pajama and Misses Mama, do not

buy these books. They are not the same and are for a much younger audience. You will be

disappointed.

Among the Llama Llama board books, this was far and away my son's favorite. He started showing

an interest in particular books at around nine or ten months, and the physical actions described in

this book made it very fun for us to read. The first page, for instance, is "hop". So I would "hop" my

son on my lap, much to his squealing delight. Even before he was talking, he quickly learned to

recognize the words and pictures of this book, and would clap when we turned to the "clap" page.

He often wanted to read it several times in a row, and eventually we wore out our first copy and had

to replace it. We wore out a board book. Really.As with the other Dewdney books, the rhymes are

cute and catchy, making it easy to catch and keep your little one's attention. The simplicity of the

words makes it a good choice for early readers, but if your tot is a bit advanced on the language

front, consider one of the hardcover Llama Llama books (longer, more complex words).

I'm a former teacher with a master's in literacy. If read correctly this book can get a lot of laughs

from your little one. You have to actually do the sounds in the book and not just read them

monotone... my Mother-in-law referred to the books as stupid (because she didn't know to make the

sounds). My son thinks it's hilarious and I have bought a few other Anna Dewdney titles now. Give it

a shot, read it with excitement making the sounds and your child will enjoy it.

I love Llama Llama almost as much as my two year old. We have board books and the regular size

hardcovers. Neither disappoint us. The board books are great because I can read an entire one to

my child during the middle of their busy day. I'll frequently snag my little one and just read this or

one of the other board books. Since it takes about two minutes to read one of these to them, I can

read complete books at more than just nap and bed time.This particular book frequently goes into



the crib during nap time.The rhyme and rhythm of all Llama Llama books has helped my child

develop communication skills, and memory. I will typically read "Llama Llama" and my child will say

"jump" "hop" or whatever word comes next.Llama Llama is helping to foster a love of reading in my

child, and we are reading together. What's not to love about that?

Fun book! My daughter likes some of the other Llama Llama books and this one was no exception.

This book focuses on body movements (e.g., touching toes, jumping, etc) and she likes to do the

actions as I read. The best part is that the end is a HUG, which is fun for both of us!

The hard cover Llama Llama books are more for the younger kids, but I ordered them for my 4 year

old because he loves anything Llama Llama related! We read them all every night, it is helping him

recognize smaller words!

I purchased this book based on my daughter's reaction to other Llama Llama books. She absolutely

loves them! The books are just about right as far as length for my three year old. They are able to

hold her attention for the entire duration of the book. They are also fun and easy to read. We are

just as satisfied with this book as we are the others.
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